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1. INTR~Duc~~N 
The transformation theory of the generalised basic hypergeometric series 
using q-analogue of Barnes’ contour integral of the first kind was developed 
by Watson [23]. Later, Sears [ 1 l-151, in a series of remarkable papers, 
developed a very general transformtion theory of both ordinary and basic 
hypergeometric series. Sears’ work was simplified to a considerable xtent by 
Slater [ 181, who used a special kind of contour integrals. Agarwal and 
Verma [2] defined the bi-basic hypergeometric series and used the contour 
integral of the Slater type to obtain some general transformations between bi- 
basic hypergeometric series. 
The work of Watson [ 241 and its subsequent extensions by Bailey [ 7,8 1 
and Slater [ 16, 171, using the transformation theory of basic hypergeometric 
series, have proved to be the key of the analytic side of the partition theory. 
It was pointed out by Andrews [3] that in all the identities of Rogers- 
Ramanujan type due to Bailey [ 7,8] and Slater [ 16, 17 1 involve only the 
prime factors 2. 3, 5, 7. He posed and solved the problem of finding iden- 
tities related to modulus 11. The key result of Andrews from which he 
deduced identities of modulus 11 is 
a,q~,-q\/;;,iq-“,-iq~“,-q~“,q-“,O:q:-aq’+-I* 
fi, -6, --aiq’+“, iaqltn. -aq’+“. aq’+* I 
= bq; A 
[a4q4+4n;q4]n 392 
which he obtained using q-difference quations. Recently the authors [ 211 
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have developed some transformations between terminating bi-basic 
hypergeometric series, which not only yielded (1.1) as a special case but also 
provided a key for deducing transformations, which when specialised yielded 
identities on modulus 13, 17, 19 etc. 
It may be pertinent to note that the recent rapid advance of Lie algebra 
starting with Macdonald’s [lo] major breakthrough has produced significant 
results illustrating the relationship between Lie algebras and partition iden- 
tities. A proof of the weak form of a beautiful conjecture of Macdonald 
concerning rationally invariant plane partitions by Andrews [4] relies on the 
transformation between terminating nearly-poised .rF3 into a Saalschiitzian 
,F, due to Whipple. A q-analogue of Whipple transformation was developed 
by the authors [22] to enable one to attack the complete Macdonald con- 
jecture. 
In view of the applications of the transformations of terminating basic 
hypergeometric series developed by the authors 1211 to the analytical side of 
the identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type, it is natural to expect that a 
transformation theory between the non-terminating bi-basic hypergeometric 
series would be a great asset in deducing analytical identities of Rogers- 
Ramanujan type. 
In this note, using the method of summation of a series of lower order, 
non-terminating versions of the bi-basic transformations proved earlier in 
[2 11 are developed. Alternative proofs of these results are also discussed by 
using the q-analogue of Barnes’ contour integral of the first kind due to 
Watson [23] and that of second kind due to Agarwal [ 11. Using contour 
integrals we also obtain the non-terminating version of the transformations of 
Bailey [6] and Jain [9] connecting nearly-poised and well-poised basic 
hypergeometric series. 
The paper is concluded by deducing some analytical identities of Rogers- 
Ramanujan type on modulus 39, 5 1, 57, 66. 78, 102 and 114 as applications 
of the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
If we let 141 < 1, [a;q],=(l -a)(1 -aq)... (1 -Uqn-I), [U;qlO= 1, 
[a; qlm = nz,,(l -w’) th en we may define the basic hypergeometric series 
as 
p+ 14p+r [ u’.;:~;~~,~~;~~~~X ] 
= c [a,; q], [a,; qln . .* [a,,,; qln(-)nrxnqr(n’*)(n-‘) 
n=o Is; 41nh ;sl, *.. [bp+r; sl, ’ 
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where the series p+ ,$p+r converges for all positive integral values of r and for 
all x, except when r = 0 it converges only for /-YI < 1. 
The series 
I 
shall be denoted by ,+,.~Ptr[“l.6~~.~... ‘pil: 4’ -‘I whenever there is a 
parameter of the type -q”ol in 
L..‘... PC! 
p+,$p+,. tt ~111 be denoted by (a,,)* in 
p+ I F ptr* Further, we shall denote by I71 “b; Pj,;‘;;;,Pi,” 1 the infinite product 
zc (1 -a,qq(l -G9’) . . . (1 --a q’) 
,,IJ, [ (1 -b,$)(1 -bJ)... (1 -b:q’) I 
and shall abbreviate the infinite product 
x 
‘I [ 
(1 -qui+j)(l -qaz+.i) . .. (1 -qrr,-ti) 
j=() (1 -qhi+‘)(l -qb2+,j) . . . (I -q*‘ti) 
J 
by .?I “;,Y?;,‘:;:,~;t 4 1. Whenever there is a factor of the type 
n;:,( 1 + q”J4 m the product, we shall denote it by (a,,)* in the f- 
symbol. 
The well-poised series 
d 
a. q fi. -4 6, b, . b, ,,... 6, ; q; z 
p+l pt? 
fi, -6, T. F . . . . . F 
I ? I’ I 
would be abbreviated by p t j IV,, + 1 [ a; 6,. b, ,.... b, : q: z 1, whereas the well- 
poised basic hypergeometric series 
$+! 
..I++(I++)*,b ,..... b,;q;z 
,’ + 7 a a* 
-. 
2 ( 1 1. 
I + a - b , I.... I + a - b,, I 
would be denoted by ,+,Q,+,lu: 6,. b,..... b,;q: ~1. 
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3. 
We begin this section by proving the transformation 
,,,W, a; 6, x, -x, Y, -Y, z, --z; q; 
-a3q3 
bx2y2z2 1 

















which is a non-terminating version of a known result [ 21; 1.31. 
Proof of (3.1) by Summing Series of Lower Order. In the non- 
terminating version of Watson’s q-analogue of Whipple transformation 
[ 19; 3.4.2.51, setting e = 1, we get 
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In (3.2) first replacing q by q2 and then a, J g, h by u2qJr, xy?q2r, yzqzr. 
z2qzr, respectively, multiplying both sides by 
la; 41r bq2; q2 I, [b; 41,ew?)-” 
[q; s], [a; q’l, [ 7; q] (bx21’2z2Y 
r 
and summing with respect to r from 0 to co, we get 
3 [x2; $1” [y2; q21n [z2; 42]n42n 
nzl [q2; 421. [a*q*; q*] n [~;g’l. 
a;b,-q-“,q-“;q; 
-,q’+2” 




. ,oW, a; b, x, -x, y, --Y, z, --z; q; . 
Now summing the 6 Ws’s on the left-hand side of the above expression, we 
get (3.1) on some simplification. 
Proof of (3.1) by Using q-Analogues of Barnes Contour Integrals. Using 
the q-analogue of Barnes’ second lemma due to Agarwal [ 1: 3.51, viz.. 
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1 +s, 1 +a+s,p+s;q, 1 7cq; ds x+s, y+s,z+s sin7rssinrr(l -p-s) 
=cosec7@- 1).8 
1,p, l-B, 1 +a-x, 1 +a--y, 1 +a-z;q, 1 x,y,z,1+x-/3,1+y-~p,1+z-B ’ 
(3.3) 
provided that 14, ( < 1, p = x + y + z - a, the integral being convergent for 
Re[s log q, - log sin rrs sin rt(‘J + s)] < 0, when IsI is large, it is easy to verify 
that 
cosec 7@- 1) 9 
[ 
LP+n, l-/J-n, 1+u-x+n, l+u-y+n, l+u-z+n; q, 
x+n, y+n, z+n, 1 +a-x- y, 1 +a- y-z, 1+u-x-z 1 
1 
1 [ 
.~y 1 +u+s,x+ y+z-u+s, 1 +s;q, =- 
27d .c x+s, y+s,z+s 1 
. [q;s; q,]“(~)“ILq~(l+n)-(‘/2)n(n+‘)] ds 
14 :+O+s;q,]nsinrrssinn(l -/3-s) ’ 
where p = x + y + z -a. In (3.4) replacing n by jn (where j is a positive 
integer), multiplying both sides by 
w; s*l, a*- k?h21, 
[q;,; q2,, . . . [qF; q2,” qnr+(“2)nicni-‘)(-)n’, 
summing from n = 0 to co, and on the right-hand side interchanging the 
order of summation and integration, we get 
cosec 7@ - 1) .P 
[ 
1,p, l-/3,1 +a-x, 1 +a--, 1 +a-z;q, 
x, y,z, 1 +a-x- y, 1 +a- y-z, 1 +a-x-z I 
co [di 411nj[4’;; Sllnj [4;; 91 Inj [4E’; 421n .” [4F’; 421n4Yct-‘j) 
n?tl [41+“-“i 4*]nj[4!+a-y; qllnj [4~+‘-‘; Sllnj [Ss”; q2Jn *‘* [9$; S2ln 
1 1 ,~ .[ 1+u+s,x+ y+z-u+s, 1 +s;q, 1 74 =- 
271i .= x + s, y + s, z + s sin 7~s in 7r( 1 - /3 - s) 
I 
ds 1 (3.5) 
whereP=x+ y+z-u, /q21 < 1. 
However, in (3.5) first setting j = 1, q, = q2, q2 = q, r = 4 and then C, = a, 
C, = 1 +u/2, C, =b, qc*= -q’+a’2, d, = 1, d, =u/2, d,= 1 +a-& 
qd’ = -qa/2, q2’ = pq3 to-b and summing the inner well-poised 6#5 on the 
right-hand side by [ 10; 3.3.131, we get 
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cosec@- l).? 
1,p,1-/?,1+a-.u,1+a-r’.1+a-z;q~ 
x. y, 2. 1 + a - x - 4’. 1 + a - J’ - z, 1 + a - .Y - i 1 
. ,oL?o[u; b, x, (x)*, y, (y)*, z, (z)*; q; -q3 +20~b~~‘r+v-~~ ] 
1 
I ,~ [ 
f 1 fax+ yfz-ufs. 1 fs, 1 +a-b+s;q’ 
271i .(, xfs, y+s.z+s. 1 +a-b I 
x .Y (1 + a + 2s)*, (1 + a - b)*; q 1 rlq?’ (1 +a)*,(1 +a-b+2s)* sinnssinx(l -p-s) ds. (3.6) 
where /3=x + J’+ z -a. Evaluating the integral on the right-hand side of 
(3.6) by considering the residues at the poles of cosec 71s and 
cosec II( 1 -/3 - S) lying to the right of the contour C, we get (3.1) on 
replacing qa, qb. q*‘, q’, q’ by a, b. c, x, J and z, respectively (see Watson 
1231 for details). 
Special Cases 
(i) In (3.1) replacing “a” by “-a,” we get the q-analogue of a result of 
Bailey [5:6.5(l)]. 
(ii) In (3.1) replacing “a” by “--a” and setting z = q-“, we get the q- 
analogue of a formula of Whipple [25: 2.51 in the form 
,oW9 -a; b, x, -x, Y, -y, -q-“, q-“; q; 
a3q3+ 2n 
bx2y2 1 
[a2q2; q21, [$$; q2 ] x2, , aq aq2 -2n; q2; q2 
= [$; q2 1, [F; q2 jn “’ 
y-. b. 6’ q 
uq, aq2. u2q2/b2q “2y;-2n 1 ’ 
(3.7) 
However, (3.7) for n + 00, yields the q-analogue of another formula of 
Whipple [25; 2.51 in the form 
c- [-a; q], [-aq2; q2], [b; q], [x2; q2], f?“; q2], 
mTo [q: q], [-a; q2 ] 
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In this sequel it is worthwhile to remark that further special cases of (3.8) 
may be discussed on the lines of Whipple [25]. 
(iii) In (3.7) setting x2 = aq, y2 = aq2 and then summing the resulting 
4 on the right-hand side by the q-analogue of Saalschiitz summation 
ihiorem [ 19; 3.3.2.21, we get 
2 [-a; q], [a2q4; q41m[h sl, [4-2n; q21id?2mn a m 
m=” [q; q], [a2; q4], [T; qlm [a2q2+2n; 47, ( 1 b 
= 




; 9* b2 n la; sl2, ’ 
which is the q-analogue of the terminating version of a result of Bailey 
[5; 6.4(2)]. 
(iv) Lastly, using (3.9) we prove the transformation: 
I2 W,, a; iq \/;;, -is 6 b, x, ---x7 Y. -Y, z, --z; q; bz2:212 ] 
a4q4 
+ll x2, Y2, z*, a*q*v b2x?y2z2 ; q2 
u2q2 u2q2 u2q* u2q2 x2y2z2 
~‘~7-1~7~ 




-” bx2y2z2 _ 
1 
- -1-, x2y2 ’ y2z2 x2z2 bx2y2z2 ’ bx2y2z2 ; 9; 4 
b2x2y2z2 ’ w’ w3 m 
(3.10) 
It may be remarked that (3.10) with “a” replaced by “-a” yields a q- 
analogue of a formula of Bailey [5; 6.4(3)] whereas on replacing “a” by 
“--a” and setting z = q-“, gives us a q-analogue of a transformation of 
Bailey [5; 4.6(2)]. 
Proof of (3.10). In (3.5) first settingj = 1, q, = q2, q2 = q, r = 6 and then 
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C, = a, C, = 1 + 42, qc’= -q’+a/2, qca= iq’+a;2, q(“ = -jq’+“,*. C, = b, 
d, = 1, d2 = a/2, qd’ = -q012, qd’ = iq’/*, qd( = -iqafz, d, = 1 + a - b. 
q2’ = -q2+n-bq then summing the resulting series on the right-hand side by 
(3.9), we get 
cosec 7c(P- l).P 
[ 
1,p,1-/?,1+a-x,1+a-~,1+a-z:q’ 
x, y, z, 1 + a - x - j’, 1 + a - J - z, 1 + a - .Y - z J 
x I2 
w,, [q~'; iq'to.", -iql +~i*, qb, q+, -9.~. 
q~, mqy, qz, mqz; q; -q*+3a-b-*(x+y+z)] 
1 +a,~+ y+z--a+~, 1 +s, 1 +a-b+s;q’ 
x+s,y+s,z+s, l+a-b I 
x ,/ (a - b)*, (a + 2s)*; q 
I 
7cqZs . 
(a)*, (a - b + 2s)* sinIrssinrr(l-p-s) 
ds, 
where /I = x + 4’ + z - a. This gives (3.10) on evaluating the integral on the 
right-hand side of the above expression by considering the residues at the 
poles of cosec 71s and cosec ~(1 -/I - s) lying to the right of the contour C 
and finally replacing q’, qb, q.‘, q’, qL by a, b, x. Y, z, respectively. 
4. 
In this section we prove the transformation 
a*q’ 
-y, 4’. z, bx2?‘z :9 
i -I 
aq aq aq xyz 
-,-.-a 
x .i’ z aq 
(4.1) 
which for z=q-” reduces to a known transformation [ 21: 1.41. 
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Proof of (4.1) by Summing Series of Lower Order. In (3.2) replacing a, 
fi g, h by aq4r, xqzr, yqzr, zqzr, multiply both sides by 
[a; q’], [aq4; q4], [b; $1, 
[42;921,[a;941, b;9
[up’ 2] (bJ:‘z’) 
r 
and summing with respect to r from 0 to co, we get 
n 
aq,~,~.~;q [ -1 F [-~~91n[Y~41n[Z~91n9n x, y, z, !fz- xyz ‘:’ [q;4jn[a9;91, yi9 [ 1 ,I 
1+2n 
. 6Ws a;b,q-“,q-“+1;q2;f$-- 
I 
a2q2 
+IZ [ 1 -;4 + p$41n [fg  [?a?]” q” XYZ xyzla9 A [4;41n [$Qn [$aqn 
. 6Ws a;b,~q-“,~q-“-‘;q’; a393+2n 
bx2y2z2 I 
=n F:fi,T;q] ,oW, [a;b,x,xq, y, yq,z,zq;q’; bo~~~~z2]. 
Now summing the two well-poised 6#5’s on the left-hand side of the above 
expression, we get (4.1) on some simplification. 
Proof of (4.1) by q-Analogue of Barnes Contour Integral. In (3.5) first 
setting j= 2, q, = q, q2 = q’, r=4 and then C, = a/2, C, = 1 + a/4, 
C, = b/2, qzcJ = -q2ia’2, d, = 1, d, = a/4, d, = 1 + a/2 - b/2, qZdJ = -q“l’, 
t = 3 + a -b, summing the inner series on the right-hand side by 
[ 19; 3.3.1.41, we get 
cosec 7r(p - 1) .P 
[ 
l,/?,l-P,l+a-x,l+a-y,l+a-z;q 
x, y,z, 1 +a-x- y, 1 +a- y-z, 1 +a--x-z 1 
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l I‘.” =- 
271i .c 
x t s, y t s, z t s, 
2ta-b 
2 , (2t;-b): 
lta-b lta-b * 
2 + & 2 i-s ). 
sin ns sin n( 1 -B - s) ds, 
where /I = x t y t z - a. Evaluating the integral on the right-hand side of 
the above expression by considering the residues at the poles of cosec ILS and 
cosec 7c( 1 - p-s) lying to the right of the contour C, we get (4. I) (on 
replacing qa, qb, qx, qy, qZ by a, 6, x, y, z, respectively). 
5. 
We begin this section by proving a non-terminating version of a known 
formula [21; 1.51 in the form 
[ 
4 4 
,2W,, a;x,wx,w’x,y,oy,w4,z,wz,w*z;q;~ - 1 




where OJ is the cube root of unity. 
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Proof of (5.1) by Summing Series of Lower Order. In (3.2) first 
replacing q by q3 and then a, f, g, h by u3q6r,x3q3r, y3q3r, .z3q3r, respec- 
tively, multiplying both the sides by 
[a; 41r [a$; 4*], 
[4; 91, [a; 9* lr 
and summing with respect o r from 0 to co, we get 
[X3;931nlY3~431nlz3~q31nq3n z [q3; 431, [a-‘qJ; qyn [ (T)‘: 411. 
6 
W,[h’;q-“,wq-“,w*q-“;q;aq’+3”l 
co [ ($q3]. [ ($q31n.[ (z)3;~31. q3” 
x z” [q3;q3Jn [ (S)li4’ln [pJ1:9’]” I 
6w5 i7;xyzq L --n-’ ~xyw”-’ a ’ a ’ 
iz/w3, (7):(y3h?3 







12W,, a;x,wx,02x? .v,coy,W2y,z,~z,02z;q; 
*. I 
Now, summing the two well-poised 6(S’s on the left-hand side of the above 
expression, we get (5.1). 
Proof of (5.1) Using q-Analogues of Barnes Contour Integral. In (3.5) 
first setting j= 1, q1 = q3, q2 = q, r = 3 and then C, = a, C, = 1 + a/2, 
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d, = 1, d, = a/2, qc3 = -q’+“‘, qdJ = -q““, I = i(u + 4). summing the inner 
series on the right-hand side by [ 19; 3.3.141. we get 
cosecn(j- l).P 1 1,p, 1-p, 1 +a-x, 1 +a- J’, 1 +a--=$ x, y,z, 1 +a--x-y-z. 1 +a- J’-z. 1 +a--s-z I 
’ I2 w,, [q”; q”, oq”. w2qx. qy, wq’. wzqy, q:. cuq:, 




/ x+y+z-uas, 1 +s, 1 +a+2s:q3 
2Tzi. c x + s. J’ + s, z + s 1 
. IP; sl, rq” ds 
I4 ‘+a+3s;q]r sinnssinz(1 --p-s) 
where /I = x + J’ + z - a. Evaluating the integral on the right-hand side of 
the above expression by considering the residues at the poles of cosec RS and 
cosec rr( 1 -/3 - s) lying to the right of the contour C. we get (5.1) on 
replacing q”, q”, q”, q’ by a, X, J, z, respectively). 
6. 
In this section we prove the non-terminating version of a known result 
121; 1.61 in the form: 
I? WI, I 
CPq 
a: x, xq, xq2, y, jq, yq?, 2, zq, zq?; q3; 1 
(XJYZ ). I 
’ 6pJ 
x, y, z, u”3, om’~3, du”3; q; q 
uq uq uq eq Pwq LPcJq 
--v--v- 
xy xz yz 3-3-9 XYZ 
; 4; (I 
. 645 
XYZ XYZ 
uq2 Pq -u3/2q gqp2 -(uq)3;2 , 
xyz ’ ~ -7 xyz xyz ’ xyz xyz J 
’ (6.1) 
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Proof of (6.1) by Summing Series of Lower Order. In (3.2) replacing a, 
.L g, h by dr, xq3’, yq3’, zq3r, respectively, multiplying both sides by 
[a; q31, W; q6]ra4r93r 
[a3; q31r [a, 9”l,W)” 
and summing with respect to r from 0 to co, we get 








xyz -n--l XYZ -n XYZ 4 3+3n 
a;a4 ,74 ,a9 
,--n 
; q3; a(;z)3 I ’ 6 w5 [ a9 a9 a9 ---,-3-G =n x y z 4 [ 1 x, Y, z 
. ,*W,, I 
a4q3 a;x,xq,xq*, y, Y4, Y42,z,z9,z9Z;93;~ . 
XYZ I 
Summing the two well-poised 6$5’s on the left-hand side of the above 
expression, we get (6.1). 
Proof of (6.1) Using Basic Barnes Contour Integrals. In (3.5) first 
setting j = 3, q, = q, q2 = q3, r = 3 and then 3C, = a, 6C, = 6 + a, d, = 1, 
6d, = a, q 3c3 = _ 3+a/z 
the right-hand sidz by 
3d] = -go’*, t = a + 3, summing the inner series on 
(1:; 3.3.1.41, we get 
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cosecn(P- l)./ L 1,p,1-~,1+a-x,1+a-~.1+a-z;q x, y,z, 1 +a-x--?‘, I +a-J-Z, 1 +a-x-z 1 
. I? Q,, a:+- [ 1+x 2+x V lfq’ 2fJ’ z l+z 2+z 3 3 3 ,y-‘+3’3’y.~.-j-: 
q3; q3+Jo-3(x+yf.-l I 
x+ 4’+z--a+& 1 +s,a+2s;q 
x+s, y+s,z+s I 
. k?3+a; d I, vs 19 a+3s; q3]r * sin sin 7r( 1 /3 s) ds, 7r  - - 
where /3 = x + y + z - a. Evaluating the integrals on the right of the above 
expression by considering the residues at the poles of cosec 71s and 
cosec n( 1 -p-- s) lying to the right of the contour C, yield (6.1) (on 
replacing q”, qx, qy, qL by a, x, y, z, respectively). 
7. 
We begin this section by proving a non-terminating version of a formula 
of Bailey [6] ( incidently the result obtained is a q-analogue of a result of 
Bailey [ 5; 6.9( 1 )]), k = a’q/cde 
1 
aq aq aq a2f 
7’2’ - -* e 9 k2 99 
n 
1 
a, c, d, e, S 
a, c, d, e, f; q; q 
aq aq =q a’f - Tvd’e’ k2 




adf aef a f 
k2q k2qc k2dq k’eq k2q 
af~a2f~aff~a2f’yp- 
i 
k2q k’qc k’qd k’qe k2q 
-,-,-;s;q 
7 T’ a2f a’f af 
. 5q4 
k2q2 k2q2 k’q’ k2q2 
---v- aft ’ adf ’ aef a2f 
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aq aq aq kq kq k2q a2f k2q 
T’d’ -- 
=I7 
e 3 f’y’-g’p.--p 
c, d, e, 9 ~ kq, a, f, 3 
af’ a2 ’ af 
kq2 kq2 kq2 kc kd ke k2q k’q’ a2f 
-n 
cf’df’ef’;’ 77 a’ rf 3 --p -j-p 4 
c d e af k2q k2q k2cq k’dq k2eq k3q3 
3 “kq’a2’ af9~9~v~~~] 
- 12 WI, 
‘, .:.* 
kq 312 kq k2q -- --,---;q;q,. 
ffi’a’af 1 .(7. I.) 
Proof of (7.1). In the integral analogue of the basic Dougall theorem due 
to Agarwall [ 1; 5.61 
1, l+a-b,b-a, lfa-d-e, lfa-e--f; l+a-f-d, 
cosec n(a - b) .9 1 +a-c-d, 1 +a-c-e, 1 +a-c-Jq 
b,c,d,e,f,b+c-a,b+d-a,b+e-a?b+ f -a 1 
1 + s, a/2 + s, (a/2 + s)*, 1 + a - b + s, 1 + a - c + s, 
lta-d+s,l+a-e+s,l+a-f+s;q 
afs, 1 +a/2+s,(l +a/2+s)*,b+s, 
c+s,d+s,e+s, f +s 
sin 7rs sin 7c(b - a - s) 
ds. (7.2) 
(Provided that 1 +2a=b+c+d+e+ f), writing k= 1 +2a-c-d-e 
and then replacing a, c, d, e, k, b by k, k + c - a, k + d - a, k + e - a, a, 
a + t, multiplying by 
b-k-t, l-b+k+t,a,+t,a,+t;q 1 1 b-a-t,f +t,/3,+t,P2+t sin ~(1 - b + k + t) 
integrating with respect to t from -in/z to in/z (where q = e-‘, z > 0) and 
then writing t + s for t on the right-hand side, we have 
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1, c, d, e, 1 +k-a-t, a+t-k. 1 +a-~+& 1 +a-d+f, 
&j,yy .-P 1+a-e+f,u,+t,a,+t,b-k-t, I -b+k+t;q 
In,. kfc-a,k+d-a.k+e-a,a-k.a+t,c+t.d+t 
e + t, -t. ,.!I, + t, pz + t. f + t. b - a - I 1 
dt 




I + s, k/2 + s, (k/2 + s)*, 1 + a - c + s. 
l+a-d+s.l+a-e+s;q 
k+s, 1 +k/2+s,(l +k/2+s)*, 
k+c-a+s,k+d-a+s,k+e-a+s 1 
1 +k+2s+t, 1 +k-a--t,b-k-s-t. 
I -b+k+++tt,a, fs tt.u,+s+f;q .- ;li Jyy;r~~ i a -I t + 2s. -t. b - a - s - t, f+s+t,p, +s+t.&+s+r 1 
Tcq’ dt ds 
sinxssin$a-k+t)sinx(l-b+k+s+t)’ 
Now, evaluating the integral on the left-hand side and the inner integral on 
the right-hand side. we obtain on some simplification 
I/” 1 +a-b. I +a--, 1 +a-d, 1 +a-e,u,.u, :q 




1 $-a-c, 1 +a-d. 1 +a-e, 1 +a-b.u,.a? I 
1 +b-c, 1 +6-d, 1 +b-e, 1 +b-a.a, tb-a, 






1 +b-c. 1 +b-d, I +b-e. 1 fb-a. 
a,+b-a,a,+b-a I 
= sin n(k-b) .P 
k + c-a, k + d-a, k + e-a, 1 + a-b, b-a. a-k; q 
l,c,d,e,b-k, 1 -b+k I 
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1 + s, k/2 + s, (k/2 + s)*, 1 + a - c + s, 1 + a - d + s, 
1 
I 
l+a-e+s,b-k-s, 1 -b+k+s;q 
XT.~ 
.Y 
k + s, 1 + k/2 + s, (1 + k/2 + s) *, k + c - u + s, 
k+d-u+s,k+e-u+s,b-u-s, 1 +a-b+s I 
. ,p 1 +k+2s, 1 +a-b+s,a,+s,a,+s;q 




1 + k + 2s, 1 + a - b + s, a, + s, aI + s I 
- qb-o-s ,P 
[ 
1 +k+b-u+s, 1 +b-a-s,a,+b-u,a,+b-u;q 
b-k-s,b+s,f +b-u,p,+b-u,p,+b-a 1 
* 5’5 
b+s,f+b-a,b-k-s,p,+b-a,p,+b-u;q;q 1 
1 tktb-uts, 1 tb-a-s,a, tb-u,a,tb-a ( I 
xqs 
sin 7~s sin n(b - k - s) 
ds. (7.3) 
In (7.3) setting a,=a,=/I,=&, b= 1 t2k-u-f, summing the 
resulting &‘s on the right-hand side by a formula of Sears [ 12; 5.21, and 
raplacing a, c, d, e, f, k by qa, qc, qd, qe, qr, qk (S denoting the left-hand side 
of (7.1)), we get 
S = sin Ir(k - a - f) 
~ 
[ 




1 + s, k/s + s, (k/2 + s)*, 1 t a - c t s, 1 + a - d t s, 
9 
ltu-ets,utf-k+s,ltk-fts,1+2k-ut2s;q 
kts, 1 tk/2ts,(l tk/sts)*,k+c-u+s, 
ktd-uts,k+e-uts,u+2s,f+s,lt2k-a-fts 1 
7cqS ds 
sinxssinrr(1 tk-u-f-s)’ (7.4) 
Evaluating the integral on the right of (7.4) by considering the residues at 
the poles of cosec ILS and cosec ~(1 + k - a - f - s) lying to the right of the 
contour C, we get (7.1) (on replacing q”, qc, qd, qe, 6, qk by u, c, d, e, f, k, 
respectively). 
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However, in (7.4) setting d = l/2 + a/2, e = 1 + a/2. k = a - c - l/2 then 
evaluating the resulting integral on the right-hand side by (7.2). we get 
(7.5) 
Formula (7.5) is the non-terminating version of a formula of Jain 19: 1.5 1. 
On the one hand, replacing fi by -6 in (7.5) we get the q-analogue of the 
non-terminating version of a known result [S; 4.5( 1.2)1. 
On the other hand in (7.4) first replacing c by (x)* and setting 
d = 1 + a/2, e = (1 + a/2)*, k = a - c - 1. and then evaluating the resulting 
integral on the right-hand side by ( 7.2), we get (on replacing x by (c)*) 
1 
I \/a a 1 
$-p---7 fqc’ y fc’ ’ fc- 
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I 
+Cd& g,-+ ~,~+I =l7 
. 1 a C,y,--- fdG vGaqI 
c q fqc’ ’ ‘cf’-- cf ' cfs 1 
(7.6) 
Formula (7.6) is the non-terminating version of a result due to Bailey [6]. 
However, in (7.3) setting b = 2k - a - f, /?, = 1 + a/2, a, = a/2, a2 = p2 
and then summing the resulting qXj on the right-hand side by (7.5), we get 
l+a--c,l+a-d,l+a-e,1+2a-2k+f,+;q 
a, c, d, e, f, 1 + $ 1 
a,l+a 2 , c, d, e, f; 4; 9 
1 
q,l+a-c,l+a-d,l+a-e,l+Za-2k+f 




2k-a-f,2k-2a-f -c,2k-2a- f -d, 
2k-2a- f -e,2k-2a, 1 +2k-$- f 
- 635 
2k-2a, 1 +2k--$-fiq;q 
1+2k-a-f-c,1+2k-a-f-d,1+2k-a-f-e, 
l+Zk-2a-J2k--+-f 
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r k+c-a,k+d-a,k+e-a, 1+2a-2kff, 
= sin x(a f f - k) .P 
2k-2a-f,k-a, (k-T-f)*;* 














k+s, 1 +$+s, (l+:+s)*,k+c--a+s,f+s, 
kfd-a+s,k+e-a+s,2k-a-f +s,++q+s, 
nqs ds 
sin ns sin n(k - a - f - s) ’ (7.7) 
Formula (7.7) is a q-analogue of a formula of Bailey [S; 6.9(3)]. This 
formula leads to a relation involving two Saalschtitzian nearly-poised series 
d and two well-poised ,2d,, which are complimentary with respect o the 
iaiameter k*/aJ One of the nearly-poised series is the first kind and one is 
the second. When f is of the form q-‘, the relation reduces to a known 
formula [5; 4.5(4)], and when k*e/a*j” is of the form q-.‘, the relation 
reduces to the corresponding transformation of a nearly-poised series of the 
first kind. 
It is worthwhile to remark that by replacing fi by -& in (7.7), we may 
obtain the q-analogue of the non-terminating version of a known formula 
[ 5; 4.5(5)]. 
Similarly, in (7.3) setting b=2+2k-a-f, /I,= 1 +a/2, Or= 
(1 + a/2)*, a, = a/2, aI = (a/2)* and then summing the resulting r.Fa on 
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the right-hand side by (7.6), we may obtain the non-terminating version of a 
formula of Bailey [6]. 
8. 
Using the results of Sections 3 and 4, identities of Rogers-Ramanujan 
type related to the moduli 39, 51, 57, 66, 78, 102 and 114 (in which the 
prime factors are 11, 13, 17 and 19) are deduced in this section. For 
obtaining identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type, we prove the transfor- 
mations 





+ [q-2p;42]j42i . $ lx; 9*13n+j 
,kl [q2;q2]j[5;q2], Eal [q3;q31n 
[y; q2]3n+j [a; q3],(l - aq”“)[b; q3],,a9’q3’“n~2p*” 
[T;q2]3n [$;q3]nbn(xy)3n (8’1) 
and 
Ia; q31n+2rb; 41 n+3r[Y;q]n+3r [$;4(] .n+4rq3r(r+1-p)+n(l-p) 
r 
[ai 41 2n+6r(Xy)n+3r * 
[a; q6 I,(1 - aq’*? 
kf; s”l,(l -aI 
(8.2) 
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Proof of (8.1). In (3.1) replacing q by q3 and then setting x = q-“. 
y = q’-“, z = q2-“. we have 
[II;31 
\’ [a; s’],(! - aq6’)[b; q3]ru3rq9r2 
rFr” [q’; q31r( 1 -a) T: (13 
I I 






u2qh I 1 
(8 3) 
; q6 bZ r Is’: qLr . 
Now, in Bailey transformation [7] setting 
1 1 
U’=[L72;. 1’s = [a2q2: q2], ’ a ?tl =“3r+?- - 0. 
u 
3r = Ia; q-‘],(l - wY[b; q3]5a3sq9’z 




6, = [x: q’], ( y; q? 1, [F) c 
and evaluating @,> and (y,j by (8.3) and the formula [ 20 1 
(where either a, b or c is of the form q -p. In case only c is of the form q mc 
then (8.4) is valid only if 1 ec/ab / < 1). we get (8.1). 
Proqf of (8.2). In (4.1) replacing q by q’ and then setting x=q -“. 
J’= qgmn, z = q2-n, we get 
[a; q6],.( 1 - aq’*‘)[b; q6]ru3’q’X” 
(8.5) 
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Now, in Bailey transformation [7] setting 
a 6s+l=a6s+2=aS~+3=a6~+4=a6s+5- - 0, 
6, = [xi 41r LK 41s (ygy 
and evaluating (/3,) and (y,) by (8.5) and (8.4), respectively, we get (8.2). 
Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Type Related to the modulus 57 
Transformation (8.1) for b, x, y + 00 reduces to 
-4 
(57/2)nl--3n/Z+ 12nj--6np 
Transformation (8.6) for a = 1 and p = 0, 1 yields 
(8.6) 
= 
n.0.27,&1od57) (’ - qn)-’ 
(8.7) 
and 
l-9; 41, I 1+-F ? kf; 47 n+zr-19 
2n2t 12nr+24r’-2n-6r 
F:O fro kf%f]r [q*; q’,, [q2; q2]2n+6,-1 [-q3* q3,2r 
(r.n)r(O.O) 
rI (1 -q”)-’ + 
ntO,21,36(mod57) n ~0,2&mod 57) (I - ‘“)-” 
Whereas, (8.6) for a = q3 and p = 0, 1 gives 
(‘*‘) 
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(1 -q”)-I-q3 (8.10) 
nSO.9.4Rfmod 57) 
Now using (8.9) in (8.10), we obtain 
II. %, ,q6;s6],+2,(~ +q2n+6r+?)q2n?+12nrt~Jr~+4n+l~r 
(q6. q6] [q’* q’] [q?. qz]>,+6,+ 2[--9’; q3 I_ ’ r ’ n * ‘ra 1 
- n&O 9 ?$nod 57) (I - ‘“)-I’ 1. 
(8.11) 
On the other hand (8.6), on setting u = 4’. p = 2 and using (8.10). gives 
[46:46]n+2,(1 +q2n+6r+3)q2n’t12~~r+24r~t~tr+12r 
[q6:q6] [q2*q2] 1q?;q?1~n*h~~2[-q3:q31_ r ’ n ‘r+ I 
Next, in (8.6) setting a = q6, p = 0 and using (8.7), we have 
- &0.24&nod57, (’ - ‘“)-” 
(8.13) 
However. using (8.13) in (8.8), we get 
- n&O.21,!6!modS7, (’ - qn)p” 
(8.14) 
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In (8.6) setting a = q6, p = 1 and using (8.7), (8.8), we obtain 
2n~+12nr+24r~+Zn+lZr 
L-4; q'm r.. nzo [q6. q;6;;:(;l:;r;q2; q2]2n+6r+, [pq3; q3] 
3 r n 2r 
rI (1 -q”)-‘. (8.15) 
n~O.l8,39(mod57) 
In (8.6) setting a = qg, p = 0 and using (8.9), we have 
rI (1 -q”)-‘, (8.16) 
n&0,6,51(mod57) 
Lastly, in (8.6) setting c( = qg, p = 1 and using (8. lo), we get 
n (1 - q”)-1. (8.17) 
nfO,l2,45(mod 57) 
Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Type Related to the modulus 5 1 
In (8. I), letting x, y -+ 00 and b + 0, we have 
ra2nt8r Zn=tlZnrt27rl-Znp-6rp 
r=O nib ,46~q6,~,~2~q2,~[a';~2]2n+6r,--aq3~q'l,, 
.rl ~5~12~n2-(312)n+12~-6np (8.18) 
Transformation (8.18) for a = 1 and p = 0, 1, 2 yields 
Oc m [--(I;qlm I ' + r?O ";,, 
[q6; 81 n+2r-l(-)rq2n~t 12nr+27r? 
[& @]r[q'; q2',, [q2; q2]2nt6,-1 [-q3; q312, I 
(r,n) it(O.0) 
= 
“&0,24,kod5,) (’ -q”)-l’ 
(8.19) 
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1+;: fc: 
w; cl6 1 
n+2r-,(-)rq2n*+12nrt27r*-2n-6r 
r:O “t0 bf; @‘r[q*; q2’,, [q2; q2]2nt6,-1 [-q3; q3]2r 
(r.n) #(O.O) 
= n (1 -q”)-’ + 




1 + F F w; @I 
n+2r-,(-)rq2n’+12nrt27rl-4n-L2r 
re0 “t0 bf; q6]rk2; q2], [q2; q2]2n+6,-1 [-q3; q3]2r I 
(r.n) #(O.O) 
n (1 -q”)-’ + (1 + q-2) 
n&O.l2,39(modS1) nkO.24fimod 51) (I -‘“)-’ 
+ n (I- f-‘3 (8.21) 
n&O.l5,36(mod 51) 
respectively. 
On the other hand (8.18) for a = q3 and p = 0, 1 reduces to 
00 a2 [q6; q6]n+2r(~)rq2nz+12nr+27r’f6n+ZJr 
‘-q’qlm ri?o n;o [q6;q61r[q2; q2],,[q2;q2]2nt6rt2 [-q3;q3]2r+l 
= 
n&O,3.~mod 51) (I - qn)-” 
(8.22 
r Zn’+l?nr+27r~t4n+l8r 
[-q;q]m rto z. [q6;~;‘rp*!:~:i(~~2~q2-]2.i6~t2,-q3;q3] 
r n 2r-t I 
n 
(1 -qn)-‘-qJ 
n&0.9.42(mod 51) n&O.3.Emod 51) (I - ‘“)-” (8’23 
Now, using (8.22) in (8.23), we have 
. [q6; q6]n+2r(l + q2n+6r+3)(-)rq2n~+12nr+27rzc4n+ 18r 
~46~461r~92~~21”~~2~~212~+6*+2~-~3~~312,+, 
= 
n&0.9.Qmod 51) (’ - q”)-‘* 
Next, in (8.18) setting a = q6, p = 0 and using (8.19), we get 
(8.24) 
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n+2r_l(_)rq2n’+12nr+27r’-6r 
2n+6r--I [-q3; q3],r ’ 
However, using (8.25) in (8.20), we obtain 
L-4; 41, r$o ni?o 
r 2n~+lZnr+27r~+6r+2n 
,,;;I; ;;\;2$-:; q*]2n+6r+, [_q3; q3] 
r n 2r 
= n&o,18.Gmod51) (l -q”)-‘* (8.26) 
Transformation (8.18) for a = q6, p = 1 in view of (8.19), (8.20) yields 
co m 
[-4;41m c x 
r=o n=O 
(r.n) #(O.O) 
~~6; q6]n+2r_,(l _ q2n+ 12r)(_)rq2n*+ 12nr+27r*-2n--12r , 
bf: @]rk?*;#]n k*; q2]2”+6r-h3; q3]2r 
= “d0,11,Gmod51~ (l -q”)-‘* (8.27) 
Using (8.19) and (8.27), in (8.21) we obtain 
co OD 
‘-” q’C0 r:O a?0 
[q6; q6]n+2r(_)rq2nz+12nr+27r2-2 
[$; @]r [q2; q*],, [q2; 4*]2,,+6,+, [-q3; q3]2r 
= rI (1 -q”)-’ + q-2 
nt0.12.39(mod51) n&O.ll~modll) (’ - qn)-‘o (8*28) 
Lastly, in (8.18) setting a = q9, p = 0 and using (8.22), we have 
‘-” ‘lrn rzo “go 
1~6; q6],+2,(_)r(1 + q6r+3) q2n2+I*nr+27r2+6n+lsr 
[tf’ q6] [q2’ q2] [q2; q2]2n+6,+2 [-q3; q3]2,+ L 3 r 1 n 
= 
n&o.6.i!mod5I, (’ - q”)-” 
(8.29) 
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Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Type Related to the modulus 39 
In (8.1) setting 4’ = -aq and letting b, x -+ co. we get 
[a2q2;q2]-r. ;“- G 
[-aq; 4’ I,. ,To nZo 
. [a2; q6]n+2r[-aq; q2]n+3ran+5rqn?+6nr+lSr~-2pfl~6pr 
[q6:q61,[q2;q21, [-aq3;q31z,b2; q 1z,r+hr 
= <- [q-*‘; q’]j(-aqy’ T. [a; $I,(1 - a$“)[-aq; q2]3n+, 
,?a 19’; S’lj co Iq3: q31,(1 - a)l--aq; 4* I!,, 
n 6n (39/2)n?-(3/2)n-4n+6nj . (-) a 9 (8.30) 
Transformation (8.30) for p = 0 and a = 1, q3 reduces to the following 
two identities 
l-q*; 9* 1, r,+F =? wx61"+2r-l 
[-q; q2]n+3rqn?+6nr+ 15,": 
1 (;?/i, ,~6~q6]r[q2~q2]n[-~3~q3]2r[q2~q2]2~+6~~, I 
. * 
rI (1 - q”)-‘5 (8.31) 
n$0.18.2l(mod39) 
[q6; q6],+2, [-q2; q2],+3,+ ,qn2t6nr+ 15r?+3n+ ISr 
1-q’q21m r$O n$, [q6; q6] [q*; q*] [-q3; q3]2r+, [q’; q2]2 r n n-C r+* 6 
= 
nt0 3 !,Ld39, (1-q")-" 
(8.32) 
, 1 
On the other hand, (8.30) for p = 0, a = q6 in view of (8.3 1) yields 
kf; 4%+2,-1 l-4; q21"+3rqn:+6nr+'~r'+6r 1 
,tiO "20 ,q6;q6]r[q2;q2,n,-q3;q3,2~,q2;q2,2"+6~-, \ 
(r.n) f(O.0) 
zz 
n.O.L?.!!mod391 (' -q")-" 
(8.33) 
Whereas in (8.30) setting p = 0, a = q9 and using (8.32). we have 
[-9; 4*1, f 5 
r=O n=O 
. [q6; q6]n+2,[-q2;q2]n+3r+r(l + q61+3)qnZ+6nr+l~r~t3n+'~r 
[q6; q6], [q*; q*], ,-q3; q3]2,+, b2; q2]2nt6r+2 
= n (1 -q”)-1. (8.34) 
n&0,6,33(mod39) 
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Next, in (8.30) setting p = 1, a = 1 and using (8.33), we obtain 
w 4*1m go go 
cr.n, f(O.0) 
. w; eI+*r-1 [-q;q2]n+3r(l _q2n+IZr)qn~+6nr+ISr~-2n-6r 
kt; q6,r[q2; q2,n [-q3; q312r b2; q212.+6r-1 
= n (1 -q”)-’ +q-’ n (1 - qn)-‘. (8.35) 
ng0,12,27(mod 39) n~0.18.21(mod39) 
Lastly, in (8.30) setting p = 1, a = q3 and using (8.32), we obtain 
hi 421al c c r=o n=O 
. [q6; q6]n+2r[-q2; q2]n+3r+l(l - q2”+6r+2) q~‘+6~r+‘~“2f~f9r 
[q6; q6,r[q2;q2,n h3;q3,2r+, [q2; q2]2n+6rt2 
= rI (1-q”)-‘-q3 
(8’36) nt0,9,30(mod 39) ndO.l,Gmod 39) (’ - ‘“)-” 
Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Type Related to the modulus 114 
Transformation (8.2) for b, x, y + 00 becomes 
[aq;q] F iy bx31nt2ra 
n+4r n~+6nrtl2rz--pn--3pr 
4 
co ,tiO ,iO h3;q3,r[[q; q,n bq3; q6,,b; q,Zn+6r 
= .+ [q-P; q]j(--ayq”/2’“+ 1) 
L 
j=O [4; Slj 
q [a; q6],(1 _ aq12n)(_)na9nq57nz-3~t~2~j-6~p . 
EO w ; q6 IAl - a> 
(8 37) 
However, (8.37) for a = 1 and p = 0, 1 yields 
I+?- -? [q3; q31 nt2r-1q 
&+6nr+12rz 
r%O n&O [q3;q3,,kd, [~3;~61r[~;~12nt6r-, 
(r.n) #(O.O) 
= 
n&O 54 !imod 114) (’ - qn)-” . 1 
l,? c k3; q31 n+Zr-1q 
nz+6nr+12r'-n-3r 




n&O 48 !i!mod 114) (’ - ‘“)-’ + n&O 54 Gmod 114jc1 - ‘“)-” (8.3g) * . 3 3 
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Whereas, in (8.37) setting c1= 1, p = 2 and using (8.39), we get 
.x+ 7 [q3;q3]n+2r-,(l -qn+3r)qn2+6nr+12r*-2n-6r 
-31 
r=O n=O [q3;q31r[q;q1n[q3;q6]r[q;q12n+6r-L 
(r,n) f(O.0) 
= rI (I-q")-'+q-' n (l-q”)-‘. (8.41) 
niO,42,72(mod 114) nf0,54.60(mod 114) 
On the other hand, (8.37) for CI = q6 and p = 0, 1 yields 
= 




n&O 12 !&od 114) (I - qn)-” 
(8.43) 
1 1 
However, in (8.37) setting a = q6, p = 2 and using (8.42). we get 
ic cc’ [q3; (I31 n't6nr+l?r~+lntI8r 
,?O n?, h3: q3,, ,q:::i;': #jr+ I[% ql2nt6rfJ 
= 
n&O 18 ‘!?mod 114) (I - ‘“)-I’ 
(8.44) 
I 1 
Similarly, in (8.37) setting a = q6, p = 3 and using (8.43), we obtain 
= n (I-q")-'+q4 n (1 -q")-'. (8.45) 
n&0,24,90(mod 114) ntO.l2.102(mod 114) 
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Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Tvpe Related to the modulus 102 
In (8.2) letting X, JJ --t 00, b -t 0, we have 
= T7 [q-P; q]j(-ay’q”‘2)U+ ‘) 
,TO [4; 41j 
. F [a; q6]n(l _aq12fl)(-)“a8”q51n?-3”+12nj-6np 
[q6; q6 IAl - a) n=o 
(8.46) 
Transformation (8.46) for a = 1 and p = 0, 1 yields 
1 + F q [q3; q3]n+2r-lqqn~+6nr+(21/2,r2-(3/2,r 
,=O nc0 [q3;q3],[q;q]n[q3;q6],[q;q]2n+6,-, 
(,.n) #(O.O, 
= n (1 - qy, 
n&O,48,54(mod 102, 
(8.47) 
1 + F F [q3;q3]n+2,-,qn*+6,r+(21/2-)r*-n--.(9/2,r 
r%l n=O ~~3~q31r[~;~1n[~3~~6~,[q~q12n+6,-l 
(n.r,+(O*O) 
= n (1 - 4”)~’ + 11 (1 -q”)-‘. (8.48) 
nt0,42,60(mod 102, n&0,48,54(mod 102, 
However, using (8.47) in (8.48), we get 
2 .=+ [q3; q3]n+2r-,(l eqn+3r) q.z+6nr+f2112,r2-n-(9/2,r 
r=O “CO fq3;q31,k?; q],, k3; q6],b q]Zn+6,--I 
tr.n, #(O.O, 
= 
ntO,42,!mod 102, (’ - ‘“)-” 
(8.49) 
In (8.46) setting a = 1, p = 2 and in view of (8.48), we have 
yq F [q3; q3]n+2r-1(1 -qn+3r) qn’+6nr+(21/2,rz-2n-C~5/2,r 
i 




(1 - qn)-’ + q-l 
n&O,36,66(mod 102, nfo.48,!ifmod 102) (’ - q”)-” (8’50) 
Next, (8.46) for a = q6 and p = 0, 1, gives 
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* x 
7 Is’; 43L+!r+,9 
n’+hnr+(?l.?lr~+hnr,~~ :‘)r 
r?cl &II [93:q31rlq:q1n[qZ~qhl~+,lq:ql~,,_6r~’ 




On the other hand, in (8.46) setting a = q6, p = 2 and using (8.5 l), we get 
,x3 ;"- [q3;q3]n+2r+lqn~+6nr+~ZI ?hr't4n+(33 211. 
r=O n=O ,~3;q3,r[~~~,n,~3~~61r+,[~~~]2n+6rt, 
ZZ 
.,o.,,,Li 102) (l -q”)-‘. (8.53) 
Similarly. in (8.46) setting II = q6, p = 3 and using (8.52), we have 
?T F [q3;q3]n+2r+,qn't6nrt(21/2,r2+3nt(27/2b 
r=i ,=I, [q3; q'lr b; 41" [q3; d,+ I [q; q,2,,+,jr+4 
= 
n*o 24 !i~milu21 (l -q")-' + q4 n&0 12 bOfrn"d IO21 (l -q")-'. (8*54) . . . . 
Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Type Related to the modulus 18 
In (8.2) setting p = 0, y = -fi and letting b, x -+ CO. we get 
laq; 41, : 5 h/G qln+3r la; q31n+9 ni2+(5r12) fn?i2l+3nr+(l5.':,rJ 
[-\/as; q], r?o n:o ,q3;q3,r,q;q,0,u;q,2ni6r,~q3:q6,~ 
= 
<. ]a; q6],(1 - aq’Zn)(-)na6nq39n’-3n 
. 
(8.55) 
fl=O vi 4%1 -a) 
However, (8.55) for u = 1, q6 and q” yields the following three identities 
1 ,x CL !1+v \’ 
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1 cm* 





(1 -q”)-’ (8.57) 
n&0,6,72(mod 78) 
and 
Identities of Rogers-Ramanujan Type Related to the modulus 66 
In (8.2) setting p = 0, y = -& and letting x + 00, b + 0, we obtain 
[aw21, O” O” 
[-\/aq;q], zo zo 
. [a; q31n+2r[-fi qln+3ra n/Z+(Sr/Z) (I/2)n2t3nrt9r~-(3/2)r 
[q3i q31,k ql, laq3t 9% k qlZn+6r 
2 [a; q61n( 1 - aq6”) a5”(-)” q33n’-3n 
= 
W; 4W - 4 ’ 
(8.59) 
PI=0 
However, (8.59) for a = 1, q6 and q” give the following three identities: 
1 
r-4% 4103 I 
1+f 5 
r=O n=O (r.n) #(O.O) 
. [q3;q3]n+2r-* [-~,q]nt3rq(I12)n*t3nrt9r~--(3/2)r 
[q3; q31rh q,n [q3; @I, [q; q,2n+6r-l I 
= 
n&O,3O,!i!mod66) (' -qn)-" 
(8.60) 
HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES TRANSFORMATIONS 33 
. lq31 q31n+*r+1 [-dzqln+3r+3q (l/Z,n~+3nr+or~+3ntl27~2)r 
143;431r[4;41n[q3;q61r+l kI;412n+6r+z 
= 





[-&I q),, r?o “k0 




nil,.3"!?6!mod66, (I -'")-~' - n~O,2J!~m~,dlO, (I -'")-" (8'62) . 2 
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